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ABSTRACT

Extending dedicated breast CT to dynamic contrast-enhanced breast CT will allow functional data by following
contrast distribution over multiple time points. As a result of longer scans, unwanted patient motion becomes
more likely and motion correction is necessary to avoid artifacts. A crucial part of the development of a motion
compensation method is its validation on data with known ground truth. Thus, anthropomorphic phantoms
with realistic motion patterns are needed.

We present a method to combine motion vector fields, extracted from dynamic contrast-enhanced breast
magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI), with digital breast phantoms. DCE-MRI is an ideal source for these
data due to its frequent clinical use and a similar prone patient positioning compared to breast CT. Our algorithm
consists of three steps. First, the inter-scan motion vector fields are obtained by registration of consecutive images
in the DCE-MRI sequence. In the second stage, the digital breast phantoms are aligned on MRI scans using an
affine transformation. Finally, the obtained motion vector fields are transformed and applied to the phantoms
after parameterization such that the total motion is distributed smoothly in time.

The applied motion is evaluated in reconstructions of the simulated breast CT acquisition by qualitative
comparison to clinical cases with intra-scan motion. We show that phantoms with simulated motion exhibit
the same artifacts as in clinical data such as smooth transitions at the tissue interfaces and ghosting of fine
structures.
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1. DESCRIPTION OF PURPOSE

Dynamic contrast-enhanced dedicated breast CT (DCE-BCT) is expected to provide functional information
at high spatio-temporal resolution.1 However, with increased duration of the scan sequence as compared to
acquisition of a single anatomical image, unwanted patient motion becomes more likely. In image acquisitions
with comparable patient positioning during dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI),
the expected displacement magnitude for a given voxel was estimated to be 0.59 ± 0.23 mm between the pre-
enhanced and first post-enhanced volumes.2 Motion of this order of magnitude (almost twice the voxel size of
breast CT) will result in motion artifacts in breast CT that will lead to loss of spatial resolution and decrease of
the accuracy of the estimation of contrast agent concentration. To avoid these problems, a motion compensation
algorithm needs to be applied, which in turn requires data with known ground truth for validation.

In this work, we present our method to create such data for validation by modifying existing voxelized digital
breast phantoms3 by incorporating realistic motion patterns. Since DCE-BCT is still in the development phase
and no data is available, we obtain motion from existing DCE-MRI sequences by extracting the motion vector
fields (MVFs) using image registration (2.2). After that, we estimate the transformation needed for the phantoms
to match the anatomy of the breast imaged with MRI and, finally, apply extracted MVFs to them (2.3).
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2. METHODS

2.1 Phantom and patient data

Due to limited breast DCE-BCT data, we decided to obtain MVFs from inter-scan motion in DCE-MRI, where
patients are scanned in a similar prone position, and which is frequently used in clinical practice. To get high
quality data, we selected image series acquired using the compressed sensing volume interpolated breath-hold
examination (CS-VIBE) sequence. This choice was motivated by the absence of view sharing (and resulting
temporal blur) and the short acquisition time for individual images in this sequence (4.5 s), which is close to the
time of a whole revolution of our intended breast CT system (6 s). Eleven patient cases from an ongoing ethics
board-approved study examining the CS-VIBE sequence were included in this work.

The anthropomorphic digital phantoms to which the DCE-MRI motion is applied are based on segmented
clinical breast CT scans described in our previous work.3,4 In summary, each voxelized phantom contains voxels
labeled as skin, adipose and glandular tissues. Moreover, phantom resolution is improved to 0.091 mm from the
initial clinical resolution of 0.273 mm using a neural network.4

To evaluate the realism of our method, we compared the artifacts present in reconstructed phantom images
to BCT patient cases with significant intra-scan motion obtained with a dedicated breast CT clinical system
(Koning Corp., Norcross, GA). The images were reconstructed using filtered back projection with isotropic voxel
size of 0.273 mm with the vendor-specific cupping artifact correction.

2.2 Motion vector fields estimation from MRI scans

While MRI and breast CT acquisitions have the same anatomical positioning, the MRI volume is larger and
contains both breasts. To match these with the breast CT data, we manually determined a bounding box to
crop the right breast in all MRI images prior to the registration of subsequent images in the sequence. Next, N4
bias field correction was applied to remove low-frequency intensity non-uniformity.5

We used BSpline image registration to extract the MVFs from the DCE-MRI sequences. This method is
intensity based, and as such can be influenced by changing intensity due to the varying presence of a contrast
agent. We observed that if the time separation between the images was large, not only the sought physical
motion but also apparent motion due to contrast agent was captured. However, we assumed that this effect can
be neglected if the registration is limited to subsequent frames, which are separated by only 4.5 s. A Bspline
transformation Tbspline was obtained for all volume pairs using 3D Slicer6 in an automated workflow controlled
by a Python script. Only MVFs with average motion of at least half the MRI voxel size (0.4 mm) are considered
for further processing due to the decreasing accuracy of registration at that scale.

2.3 Application of the motion fields

In order to transfer the motion from the MRI source to the phantom data, both volumes need to be aligned.
However, this step can tolerate lower accuracy since the Bspline-based MVF extends smoothly outside the breast
volume. Because of the difficulty of aligning the source and target breasts with potentially large variations in
size and anatomical structure, this step was carried out manually in 3D Slicer to obtain an affine transformation
matrix Taffine. Then, the transformations representing patient motion and phantom alignment are combined
as follows:

Tcombined = T−1
affine ◦ Tbspline ◦ Taffine. (1)

When applied to a phantom, this transformation scales and moves it to the location of the segmented MRI
breast, applies the measured patient motion, and finally, restores the scaling and moves the modified phantom
back to the initial location.

For simulation of a BCT acquisition, we also require the transformation for each intermediary point between
the start and end of the motion. To obtain this, we parameterize the MVFs as follows:

d(x, y, z, t) = f(t) · d(x, y, z, t = 0) for t = [0, 1]. (2)

The upper limit of the function’s domain corresponds to the time required for the acquisition of the complete
set of projections (n=300 in our case). Many possible options for f (t) exist; for the results shown here, we
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Figure 1. Two example functions that were used to create intermediate MVFs. The blue line describes continuous motion.
The orange curve represents a case of sudden repositioning halfway during the acquisition of the breast.

selected two scenarios. The first case is a steady continuous motion during the whole acquisition. The second
motion pattern is modeled by a sigmoid function where most motion is concentrated in a short span of 30 frames
approximately halfway through the scan. Results for both scenarios are shown in figure 1.

2.4 Acquisition simulation and reconstruction

To simulate a breast CT scan of the moving phantom, 300 volumes were created, each corresponding to a different
time point t of the parameterization. In this process, discrete tissue compositions in the original phantom were
replaced by interpolated tissue mixtures at tissue edges. For example, if the adipose-glandular interface ended
up at the center of a voxel after applying the MVF, that voxel would be assigned a tissue composition of 50%
glandularity. This way smoother transitions between tissue types during the reconstruction were achieved.

The forward projection of each of the 300 volumes was simulated at its specified x-ray source position with
a monochromatic beam at 30 keV, after which Poisson noise was added. The linear attenuation coefficients for
skin, glandular, and adipose tissues were set to 0.395, 0.374, and 0.282 cm−1, respectively. The photon count in
the air was set to 3x105. The phantom projections were reconstructed using the FDK algorithm with a Shepp-
Logan filter. The voxel size was set to 0.273 mm, matching the patient reconstruction. Hence, the resolution in
the reconstructions is three times lower than that of the simulated phantom. No cupping artifact correction was
required since the simulation does not include scatter or beam hardening.

3. RESULTS

Out of 11 patient cases, with a total of 231 evaluated image pairs, two MVFs with sufficiently large motion were
identified. Figure 2 depicts the displacement of each voxel relative to the initial volume of the glandular tissue
in a transformed phantom. It was created by transforming the voxelized segmentations of glandular tissues (at
initial position and after motion) into meshes using marching cubes and subtraction of those meshes.7 Color
variation indicates that the motion is not uniform. In the region where most displacement can be observed, the
magnitude is in the range from 0.23 mm to 0.70 mm. This result corresponds well with result from literature.2

Figure 3 shows artifacts present in a patient case and in our simulation. The window widths and levels
were selected to emphasize different motion artifacts that can be found in the patient case. Particularly, the
display range in the left column highlights streak artifacts in the air. The top row displays the reconstruction
of an example patient case with significant intra-scan motion. Some specific features due to this motion are,
for example: 3a) the prominent background streak artifacts which originate when the skin-air interface changes
its position during acquisition; 3b) appearance of ghosting of fine structures and skinline; and 3c) shadowing
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Figure 2. Segmented glandular tissue with colormap representing displacement magnitude.

artifact at the border of the glandular tissue. The reconstructed phantom with sigmoid motion interpolation is
shown in the middle row of figure 3 (3d, 3e, and 3f). All three artifacts observed in the patient image, can be
identified here as well. Taking into account the parameterization of motion, these effects can be explained by
inconsistencies in the projection data obtained from the initial and transformed positions. The artifacts are less
prominent when the total motion is distributed equally over all projections with linear interpolation (3g, 3h, and
3i). Especially ghosting of fine structures is absent from the reconstructions. This can be explained by the fact
that there is rather continuous motion that does not cause projections that are acquired at two or more different
positions.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work we have presented a method to create digital phantoms for breast CT that include patient motion
and could be used to validate motion correction algorithms. For these phantoms to be useful in this regard, they
need to include anatomical structures, which are inherited from the original static phantoms, and the phantom
deformation caused by the applied motion needs to be realistic and result in similar artifacts as seen in clinical
cases, which is demonstrated in figure 3. While we only found two occurrences of a sufficiently large motion in
the first 11 examined cases, it indicates that the approach works. More motion patterns can be created as the
dataset grows.

A substantial limitation of this method is that the whole process is laborious and quite inefficient computa-
tionally. Thus, its application is limited to final testing of motion correction methods and not, for example, to
create large datasets for machine learning. As such, the limited number of available DCE-MRI sequences that
can be used as input for our method is less problematic.

Attempting to apply the MFV derived from a specific breast to a phantom with a potentially very different
size and different interior structure poses some challenge. In this work, the affine transformation between the
two was set by hand, but at least partial automation is preferred before attempting to process further data. A
specific consequence of matching motion from different sized breasts that we should note is that the magnitude of
the original MVF also scales with the affine transformation. And while this means that the applied motion does
not exactly match the measurement, the actual motion pattern remains realistic even after scaling its magnitude.

This study was supported by ERC grant 864929.
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Figure 3. Reconstructions of the patient case (top) and phantom with added motion (middle and bottom). The middle
row shows motion interpolation with sigmoid function, while the bottom row represents the linear case (cfr figure 1). The
display range in the top row is unique for each column and is shown in images. The images in the middle and bottom
rows were not transformed to HU and have arbitrary scale to visualize the artifacts.
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